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Objective
Research helps us to see what came before, and what did and didn't work for other researchers.
It promotes analytical and critical thinking. But the process of writing a good review paper is
tedious and cumbersome. The objective of this seminar was to inculcate attendees interest in
academic writing and guide the attendees on effectively writing a good review paper.

Profile of the instructor
Prof. Prathamesh Churi is PhD research Scholar in
Computer Science and Information Technology
Symbiosis International (Deemed University), Pune,
India. He is also Assistant Professor of Computer
Engineering Department from SVKM’s NMIMS
Mukesh Patel School of Technology Management and
Engineering, Mumbai, India. He is Associate Editor of
International Journal of Advances in Intelligent
Informatics (Indexed by Scopus), Indonesia. He has
published more than 40 research papers in various
international journals and conferences. He has been CoConvener, Keynote Speaker, Session Chair and TPC Member of many reputed conferences at
international level. His area of expertise includes Security and Privacy, Education
Technology.

Attendees
List of attendees of all three days:
• Jay Goyal
• Hrishita Goyal
• Rishabh Shetty
• Kavish Sanghvi
• Khojasteh Mirza
• Ravi Patel
• Yug Kathiriya
• Vibhav Gadre
• Ahad Modak
• Ms.Mokshita Shetty
• P.Srikrishna
• Basant Kumar
• Shefalee Naseen Satpathy
• Ved Beloskar
• Sneha Valia
• Manas Tripathi
• D.Kavya Sudha
• Pushpit Jain
• Apoorva Singh
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•
•
•

Aajinkya Singh
Varun Khatri
Yash Bagal

E-Certificates were given to all these attendees.

Summary
Academic Writing is an important skill. It promotes analytical and critical thinking. It
inculcates professionalism. It can help us to effectively communicate your ideas and analyze
and critique the work of others. Research helps us to see what came before, and what did and
didn't work for other researchers.
But the process of writing a good review paper is tedious and cumbersome. There is a dearth
of guidance on how to write a good review paper.
Prof. Prathamesh Churi, being a recipient of Best Young Researcher Award, helped bridge this
problem by conducting this seminar and guided and explained the attendees on each step to
follow while writing a review paper.
On day 1, the attendees were introduced on the idea of academic writing and were explained
the importance of research and the types of research papers. Prof. Prathamesh then explained
them on how to select an appropriate title and write an abstract by demonstrating various
examples. He gave an assignment which involved writing a title and abstract after reading the
given research papers.
On day 2, assignment solutions were discussed and feedback was given on attendees
assignment answers. Then, the importance of literature survey and the process of doing it was
explained with various examples. Attendees were then explained on how to develop outline for
review paper, write its summary and communicate the reviewer’s proposed
solution/architecture/techniques.
On day 3, the attendees were guided on how to write conclusion, acknowledgement, references
and were explained about the paper submission process.
This seminar helped the students learn about the entire flow of effectively writing a good
review paper.
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Conclusion
The process of writing a good review paper is tedious and cumbersome. The seminar helped
the attendees by explaining them the process of review paper writing. The seminar guided the
attendees on the entire flow of effectively writing a good review paper. The seminar was wellreceived by all the attendees and the feedback was extremely positive.
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